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Abstract
Data streaming systems face the possibility of having to shed load in the case of CPU or memory resource limitations. In this paper, we study the CPU limited scenario in detail. First, we propose a new model for the CPU cost. Then we formally state the problem of shedding load for the goal of obtaining the maximum possible subset of the complete answer, assuming an offline scenario. We then present an online strategy for semantic load shedding, assuming a frequency model. Moving on to random load shedding, we prove that having an open memory budget does not help the CPU constrained case. We then present a random load shedding strategy – Probe-No-Insert – based on decoupling the window maintenance and tuple production operations of the symmetric hash join, and prove that it always dominates the previously proposed coin flipping strategy. Finally, we investigate the problem in case the goal is to obtain a random sample of the join.

1. Introduction

In the context of data streaming systems, the system has no control over the rate of the incoming data. Hence, the adoption of a push model of computation is mandatory. In steady state, the system resources must be greater than what is required by the input otherwise the system is unstable and the query is infeasible [6]. The requirement of online answers adds a constraint on the ability to offload some of the input to disk for later processing, since this will add considerable lag on the time of producing an answer. Hence, the system is required to process the input data in memory, and is usually granted only one pass over the input. Examples of system resources that need management are:

1. Computational resources: the system CPU has to compute the results of the query faster than the arrival rate of the input. Otherwise, the input queues and the response time of the system will grow indefinitely.

2. Memory: the amount of available memory has to be enough to hold the required state of the query (e.g. window predicates) plus tuples arriving in the input queues of the data streams that await processing.

If the system resources are less than the input requirements, some of the input must be shed to bring the load down to within the available capacity. We motivate the problem of load shedding for CPU limited execution by the following arguments:

1. The work investigating memory limitations looks at the case when the system can not hold the complete state of the operators (e.g., the contents of the window predicate). It does not address the case when input queues are overflowing which is a result of high CPU utilization. This means CPU limitation can be a cause of memory limitations, even if enough memory is available to store the state of the operators. The reverse is not true, unless extra processing is required to spool data to secondary storage, which is usually not acceptable for streaming systems.

2. A side effect of shedding load to reduce the CPU utilization can be less state that needs to be stored. Thus, reducing the CPU load can be solution to the memory limited problem. The reverse is also true, reducing the memory consumption leads to a reduction in the CPU consumption.

3. It is easier to solve the memory limitations by adding more memory to the system without changing any of the available techniques for processing streaming queries. In the CPU limited case, however, the technology has to improve or, if more processors are available, parallel or distributed versions of the operators have to be used to utilize the additional processors.

In this paper, we investigate the problem of load shedding for the streaming window join operator under CPU limitations in detail. We start by revising the unit time model for the CPU cost of executing the join. For obtaining the maximum subset of the join, we look at offline and online algorithms for load shedding in case the data distribution is known and in the case where only the type of the distribution can be assumed. We also look at the problem of obtaining a random sample of the result. In
particular, the contributions of the paper are the following:

- We present an accurate unit-time model for the CPU cost of executing a streaming window join.
- We formulate the theoretical problem of obtaining the maximum subset of a streaming window join under a limited CPU budget in an offline scenario. The work in [12] has looked at the same problem in the memory limited case.
- Unlike the memory limited case, we prove that the offline problem is NP-Hard, and propose a greedy heuristic for its solution to guide the online strategies.
- We develop an online strategy for semantic load shedding based on the heuristic solution to the offline problem.
- We study a different set of strategies for random load shedding that decouples the decision of inserting and probing tuples.
- We prove that one such strategy, the Probe-No-Insert, outperforms previously suggested methods for random load shedding. In doing so, we show that an unbounded memory budget does not help in the CPU limited case.
- If the goal is to have a random sample of the join result, we present an adaptation of a previously suggested technique for the memory limited case that works for the CPU limited case.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses some preliminary definitions and presents the refined cost model. Section 3 investigates the problem for the maximum subset goal. Section 4 investigates it for producing a random sample. Section 5 discusses related work and Section 6 concludes the paper.

## 2. Preliminaries

This section lays the necessary foundation for the discussion. We start by formal definitions of the streaming model and the precise semantics of the windowed streaming join. Then we present an accurate unit time CPU cost model. Finally, the goals of load shedding are discussed.

### 2.1 The Data Streaming Model and Streaming Window Join Semantics

We adopt the definitions of data streams and sliding windows in [3].

**Definition 1: Data Stream.**

A stream \( S \) is a bag of elements \( \langle s, \tau \rangle \), where \( s \) is a tuple belonging to the schema of the stream, \( \tau \in \mathbb{R} \) is the timestamp of the element, and \( \tau \) is a global, discrete, ordered time domain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. List of variables used and their definitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \mathcal{C}_p )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mathcal{C}_l )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mathcal{C}_r )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mathcal{C}_u )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mathcal{C}_p )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda_{wp} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Window predicates are a means to restrict an infinite stream for operations like stream joins to become feasible and a means to express interest in a portion of the input stream. For the sake of this work, we will only consider time-based windows.

**Definition 2: Time-based Window.**

At any time instant \( t \), a time-based window of size \( T \) on a stream \( S \), denoted as \( S(T) \), defines a subset of \( S \) containing all elements of \( S \) with timestamp \( \tau' \) such that \( t - t' \leq T \).

We precisely define the semantics of the sliding window streaming join as follows:

**Definition 3: The Sliding Window Streaming Join.**

The sliding window join, \( L(T_1) \bowtie R(T_2) \), is a symmetric operator that takes two input streams, \( L \) and \( R \) with window predicates \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) defined on them. For every arriving tuple on any of the two input streams, the operator joins it with the current window contents on the other input stream. The operator then streams out resulting tuples that satisfy the join predicate. The timestamp of a resulting element from the join is the greater of the two timestamps of its components. The resulting stream is ordered on the timestamps of its elements.

### 2.2 Revising the CPU Cost Model

Before developing load shedding methods, we begin by examining the CPU cost model for performing a join between two streams. We assume steady state conditions and use the average rate to characterize the rate of arrivals of incoming tuples from external sources. This implicitly assumes a stable arrival rate. We also assume that there is enough memory to hold the buffering requirements for
any query plan. Table 1 defines the notation used throughout the paper. All costs are in time units.

The previously proposed model [14] divided the cost into three distinct parts: insertion, invalidation, and probing costs. When a tuple arrives at one side of the join, the operator has to a) insert the tuple in the window, b) expire tuples whose timestamps fall outside the window predicate, and c) probe the window on the other side for matching tuples. Accordingly, the cost of the join between two streams L and R – assuming symmetric join methods on both sides – can be expressed by the following:

\[ C_{\text{Exp}} = (C_l + C_p + C_u)(\lambda_t + \lambda_b) \]  \hfill (1)

One problem with this model is the assumption that the probing cost is fixed for all tuples regardless of the parameters of the join. Since the window contents are memory resident and the cost is dominated by in-memory CPU operations, it depends on the number of entries an incoming tuple needs to look at to check the join condition. Another problem of the model is that it does not account for the production cost of tuples. This includes the memory copy cost to form the joined tuple, and the cost of inserting it in the queue of an upstream operator or the query result output stream.

To model the CPU cost of the symmetric streaming hash join we will assume the following implementation:

- Tuples satisfying the window predicate are stored in a hash table such that each unique value of the join key maps to a unique hash bucket (this is assumed for ease of exposition. In practice, any index structure that provides, in the average case, a constant time access to all chains of tuples sharing the same join value can be modeled in a similar fashion).
- Duplicate key values are chained in the bucket according to the tuple timestamp values, with the newest tuple at the head of the chain.

Using these assumptions, we can describe the symmetric hash join algorithm as follows: when a tuple arrives at the left input stream three actions are taken (handling arrival from the right side is symmetric):

a) The tuple is hashed into the corresponding bucket in the window of the left side, and inserted at the head of the chain.

b) The corresponding hash bucket on the right side of the join is probed. The chain of tuples in the bucket is traversed until tuple timestamps fall out of the window predicate. A reference to the first expired tuple is kept. For every probe, a join result is produced.

c) Using the reference kept in (b), the rest of the chain is traversed expiring tuples from the window.

An important characteristic of the algorithm described above and the assumptions it is built on is that it represents an ideal CPU utilization case. In all three phases of execution (insertion, probing/production, and expiration) the algorithm has no overhead, this will be helpful when we later investigate the problem of load shedding in a CPU limited environment.

Using the above implementation, we can build a more accurate unit-time cost model of the CPU cost for the symmetric join. There are four operations performed for every incoming tuple. Inserting a tuple involves a hashing operation followed by an insertion at the head of the chain. Expiring a tuple involves one chain traversal to the tuple followed by releasing the tuple to memory. For every output tuple there is a probe operation which involves traversal to the tuple followed by a produce operation which involves concatenating the two joined tuples and producing the result. The four operations can be categorized into update related operations, which include insertion and expiration, and production related operations, which include probing and producing the results. The cost of update operations is proportional to the tuple arrival rate (in steady state, every tuple inserted in the window has to expire), and the cost of production operations is proportional to the output rate of the join.

Let \( C_u \) be the cost of inserting and expiring a tuple from the window, \( C_p \) be the cost of probing and producing one result tuple, and \( \lambda_{\text{op}} \) be the output rate. The cost of the join can then be expressed as

\[ C_{\text{Join}} = (\lambda_t + \lambda_b)C_u + \lambda_{\text{op}}C_p \]  \hfill (2)

### 2.3 Goals of Load Shedding

Streaming applications differ in their requirements when faced with the inability to produce the full answer. Different applications require different characteristics in the approximate answer produced by the load shedding scheme. Depending on such requirements, the goal of load shedding is set. In some cases, the best course of action might be to produce as many tuples of the original answer as possible. This goal is known in the literature as the Max-subset [12] or the Max-recall [17]. However, if the result of the join is fed into an aggregate function for example, then Max-subset might not represent the best choice for approximation. In this case, a more representative sample of the complete answer might be more desirable in terms of producing a better approximation of the aggregate with known error bounds. The goal of load shedding should then be to obtain a uniform random sample of the result, or if none can be obtained, to get as close to uniform a sample as possible.

An orthogonal dimension to consider is the availability of statistical information on the data distribution of the input stream. Semantic load shedding, in which the strategy intelligently picks tuples to discard based on their values, are possible if such information is available. Otherwise, random load shedding is the only option.

In Section 3, we discuss the load shedding problem under CPU-limited constraints for the Max-subset
problem. In Section 4 we discuss the problem for the goal of obtaining a random sample.

3. The Max-subset Goal

We investigate the problem for the goal of obtaining the maximum possible subset of the answer given the CPU budget. The problem is formally defined as follows:

**Definition 4: Max-Subset Strategy**

Given a sliding window join \( L[T_1] \bowtie R[T_2] \) with the input rates of \( \lambda_L \) and \( \lambda_R \) respectively, and given a unit time CPU cost budget of \( C \), if the cost of the join \( C_{\text{avg}} \) exceeds \( C \), the Max-Subset method finds the best load shedding strategy such that \( C_{\text{avg}} \) is within \( C \) while maximizing \( \lambda_{\text{opt}} \).

In the following, we tackle the problem assuming decreasing levels of knowledge about the input stream characteristics. We first start with examining an offline strategy assuming perfect knowledge of the join result in the future. The goal of this exercise is to have a baseline strategy against which to measure the online strategies – for which such knowledge does not exist. A similar approach for memory limited load shedding is taken in [12]. We then move on to an online semantic shedding strategy if we are given information about the frequency distribution of the input data. Finally, we investigate random shedding strategies.

3.1 The Optimum Offline Strategy

Using the model developed in Section 2.2, we investigate the optimum load shedding strategy for a streaming window join in the CPU-limited scenario. Since the join query is continuous, the sizes of the input streams are infinite. Hence, modeling the complete result of the join is infeasible. Instead, we model only a prefix of the join result that extends until a specific time in the future.

Consider the join \( L[T_1] \bowtie R[T_2] \). Assuming we are looking \( T \) time units into the future, the total CPU cost budget available for the join operator \( K \) is \( T \cdot C \) where \( C \) is the unit time capacity of the CPU. According to equation (2), there is a cost \( C_u \) for maintaining each tuple in the input and a cost \( C_p \) for producing an output tuple. We can represent the join result as a bipartite graph in which the set of nodes on the right (left) hand side represents tuples of \( L \) (\( R \)) and an edge joining two input tuples represents the tuple resulting from their join, with \( C_u \) attached to the nodes and \( C_p \) to the edges. The optimum algorithm should select a subset of the output tuples such that the cost of their production is less than \( K \) while maximizing the number of selected edges. We give a more abstract definition of the problem as follows:

**Definition 5: Offline Max-Subset Problem**

**Input:**
- A bipartite graph \( G = (U, V, E) \)
- Costs \( C_u \) and \( C_p \) attached to the nodes and edges respectively
- A cost function on the graph \( F(G) \) defined as:
  \[ F(G) = (|U| + |V|) \cdot C_u + |E| \cdot C_p \]
- A total cost budget \( K \)

**Output:**
A subgraph \( G' = (U', V', E') \) of \( G \) such that \( F(G') \leq K \) and \( \forall G'' = (U'', V'', E'') \subseteq G : F(G'') \leq K \Rightarrow |E''| \leq |E'| \)

There are some characteristics to note on the composition of the input graph. The graph is divided into separate disjoint components, one for each unique value of the join key. Unlike an equijoin of relational tables though, the subcomponents of the graph in this problem need not be complete bipartite graphs since the window predicate may prevent two tuples on both sides with the same join key from joining together.

Notice that an algorithm solving the above problem has the choice of including and excluding edges in the answer regardless of whether this choice will involve adding additional nodes. Another variant of the problem is to restrict the strategy to consider only induced subgraphs as the answer. An induced subgraph is a subset of the vertices of a graph \( G \) together with any edges whose endpoints are both in this subset. This variant can be defined as follows:

**Definition 6: Offline Induced Max-Subset Problem**

**Input:**
- Same as Definition 5, plus a predicate, \( \text{Induced}(G', G) \), that is true iff \( G' \) is an induced subgraph of \( G \)
- A cost function on the graph \( F(G) \) defined as:
  \[ F(G) = (|U| + |V|) \cdot C_u + |E| \cdot C_p \]

**Output:**
An induced subgraph \( G' = (U', V', E') \) of \( G \) such that \( F(G' \leq K) \land \forall G'' = (U'', V'', E'') \subseteq G : F(G'') \leq K \land \text{Induced}(G'', G) \Rightarrow |E''| \leq |E'| \)

This models the case in which the strategy either accepts an incoming input tuple or drops it completely from consideration. The intuition behind this is that in practice, for the symmetric hash join, including part of the join result produced by an incoming tuple usually means that a probing procedure has to be performed. If we assume the implementation in Section 2.2, this means the list of matching join entries has already been traversed; including matching tuples that we will not be used to
produce output. The answer produced by this variant is possibly suboptimal. It might be the case that the cost budget allows for the inclusion of a node and a subset of its incident edges. If this is the case, the take-all leave-all decision forces the strategy to exclude such node from consideration, hence underutilizing the budget.

The following statement about the complexity of these two variants is true:

**Theorem 1**

Both Offline Max-Subset and Offline Induced Max-Subset are NP-Hard.

**Proof**

The proof is by reduction from the balanced bipartite clique problem, which is NP-Hard [13]. The reduction is as follows:

Given a bipartite graph $G = (U, V, E)$, it is required to know whether a K-balanced bipartite clique (a bipartite clique with K nodes on each side).

We call Offline Max-Subset with G as the input graph, $C_u = 1$, $C_v = 0$, and a cost budget of 2K. Note that in this case, the cost of the graph is the number of nodes it has.

Examine the answer subgraph returned. If the number of edges is $K^2$, then the answer to the problem is yes. Otherwise, the answer is no.

This is true since for a budget of 2K nodes, a balanced bipartite clique of size 2K will contain $K^2$ edges, and it is easy to show that this is the maximum number of edges in a bipartite graph with 2K nodes. So, if one exists it will be within the budget, and it must be returned as the answer to Offline Max-Subset.

Since the reduction is done in polynomial time, we conclude that Offline Max-Subset is NP-Hard.

Offline Induced Max-Subset has an identical reduction.

### 3.2 An Online Semantic Load Shedding Strategy

We now shift the focus to developing shedding strategies for the Max-Subset goal that executes online. Since the offline problem itself is hard, we explore simple heuristics that approximates the offline solution first then use them to inspire the online shedding strategies.

#### 3.2.1 Offline Heuristics

We can envision the procedure of producing the optimum offline answer as an oracle that selects the edges of the optimum graph one by one, including them in the answer – along with the nodes they are induced on, if they are not already included – and then stopping when all the edges in the answer are included. This way, we can try to approximate this procedure by a deterministic algorithm that selects edges for inclusion in the answer according to a specific criterion. Two such criterion come to mind:

**Algorithm:** Greedy Max-Subset

**Input:**

Bipartite graph $G = (U, V, E)$, $C_u$, $C_v$ and K

**Output:**

Bipartite graph $G' = (U', V', E')$ s.t. $F(G') \leq K$

**Procedure:**

1. Divide the graph into its connected subcomponents.
2. For each subcomponent $G' = (U', V', E')$ compute the value $C(G')$.
3. Order all subcomponents descendingly by $C(G')$.
4. While the budget allows, pick the component with the highest $C$ value and include it in the answer decreasing the remaining budget by its cost $F(G')$.
5. For the last component that could not be completely included, sort its edges descendingly by $C(e)$. Include edges from the component in the answer until the budget is exceeded.

**Figure 1. The Greedy Max-Subset Heuristic**

1. At any point in the inclusion procedure, add the edge to the answer that costs the least to produce.
2. It makes sense to include completely connected components in the answer before moving to new ones. Note that to add an edge, the nodes it connects must be first included in the answer. It costs less to add an edge with at least one of its nodes already there.

To use the first technique, there must be a cost attached to the edges of the graph. According to the cost model, every edge has a cost for its production which should be part of the cost of including the edge in the answer. We then need a method to also account for the cost of maintaining nodes in the answer. A simple way to account for the cost of a node is to amortize it on all its incident edges. More formally, we define the cost of including an edge $e = u, v$ as follows:

$$C(e) = C_u + C_v + \left(\frac{1}{u_i} + \frac{1}{v_j}\right)$$

where $u_i$ and $v_j$ are the degrees of $u$ and $v$ respectively.

To use the second idea, we need a similar metric to measure the utility of a connected component so that we can prioritize the decision to include them in the answer. Notice that the above cost orders the edges descendingly on the quantity $u_i \cdot v_j / (u_i + v_j)$. We can look at this as approximating the gain from including all edges incident on $u$ and $v$ divided by the cost of this inclusion. We can do the same thing for a connected component $G' = (U', V', E')$ of the original graph by defining the cost of including it as follows:
\[ C(G') = \frac{|E'|}{F(G')} \quad (4) \]

which is the benefit to cost ratio of including \( G' \) completely in the answer.

Using the above we can define a greedy heuristic for the offline case as in Figure 1. It can be easily verified that the above algorithm runs in O(\( |E| \)).

### 3.2.2 Online Strategy

In this section, we suggest a semantic load shedding strategy for the CPU limited case inspired by the greedy heuristic proposed for the optimal offline algorithm.

There can be no online strategy that is competitive with an offline algorithm if we are dealing with arbitrary streams [17]. So, to devise an online strategy, we need to at least have some information on the type of data distribution of the input. For the sake of this work, we assume the frequency-based model [12][17]. Consider the sliding window join \( L[T_1] \bowtie R[T_2] \) on an attribute \( A \in \mathcal{D} \). The frequency-based model can be defined as follows [17]:

**Definition 7: The Frequency-Based Model**

For all \( v \in \mathcal{D} \), a fixed fraction \( f(v) \) arrives on stream \( L \), and a fixed fraction \( f_R(v) \) arrive on stream \( R \) with the value \( v \) in attribute \( A \).

The work in [6][21][14] has assumed a simpler version of this model in which the frequency distribution is uniform for all values and on both sides of the join. Such value is usually modeled as a single selectivity value \( f \).

We start here by assuming the complete frequency distribution is known. Consider a streaming join with input rates \( \lambda_L \) and \( \lambda_R \), a tuple with a value \( v \) arriving on stream \( L \) is expected to join with \( f_L(v) \cdot \lambda_L \cdot T_L \) tuples residing in the window of stream \( R \), with \( f_R(v) \cdot \lambda_R \) such tuples arriving in unit time. Similarly, a tuple with the same join value on stream \( R \) joins with \( f_R(v) \cdot \lambda_L \cdot T_L \) tuples in stream \( L \)'s window, with \( f_L(v) \cdot \lambda_R \) such tuples arriving per unit time. Therefore the total rate of output tuples produced for the join attribute value \( v \) is:

\[ \lambda_{o/p}(v) = f_L(v) \cdot f_R(v) \cdot \lambda_L \cdot \lambda_R \cdot (T_L + T_R) \quad (5) \]

with the total output rate of the join is:

\[ \lambda_{o/p} = \sum_{v \in \mathcal{D}} \lambda_{o/p}(v) \quad (6) \]

and, the cost of production for this component is:

\[ C(v) = (f_L(v) \cdot \lambda_L + f_R(v) \cdot \lambda_R) \cdot C_v + \lambda_{o/p}(v) \cdot C_p \quad (7) \]

Summing over all values \( v \) gives the total join cost of equation (2).

For each distinct value \( v \) of the join attribute, the quantity

\[ P(v) = \frac{\lambda_{o/p}(v)}{C(v)} \quad (8) \]

**Algorithm: Online Max-Subset**

**Input:**
- \( \lambda_L, \lambda_R, T_L, T_R \), the frequency distribution, \( C_v \) and \( C_p \)

**Procedure:**
1. Compute \( P(v) \) for all \( v \in \mathcal{D} \).
2. Insert all \( P(v') \) in a priority queue.
3. Initialize total cost
4. while (true)
5. pick \( u \), the component with highest \( P(u) \)
6. if (total cost + \( C(u) \) \leq 100\%)
7. add the \( u \) component and update total cost
8. assign a probability 1 to \( u \)
9. else
10. store the value of \( u \)
11. for (all remaining components)
12. assign prob. 0 to corresponding values
13. break
14. Optimize the component corresponding to the value stored in step 10 using random load shedding (section 3.3) with a cost constraint equal to the remaining cost budget.
15. while (join executing)
16. \( v = \) join attribute of incoming tuple
17. switch (probability(v))
18. case 1: process normally
19. case 0: drop tuple
20. default: apply strategy from line 14

**Figure 2. Online Max-Subset Strategy**

represents the benefit for cost ratio for this portion of the join.

We propose the strategy Online Max-Subset as in Figure 2. The strategy uses the metric of equation (8) for prioritizing the distinct values of the domain of the join attribute. As long as the cost permits, higher priority components are assigned probability 1. For the component that cannot be included completely, the randomized strategies of section 3.3 are used to shed a portion of the load of this component until the cost is within the total budget. Notice that since the selectivity is fixed for all tuples in the same component, the assumptions made in previous work are true and the randomized method will be the optimum strategy. For tuples belonging to the rest of the components, the tuples are completely dropped.

The PROB heuristic, proposed in [12] for memory limited load shedding prioritizes tuples according the frequency of its join value on the other joining stream. In case of positive correlation of the distribution on both input streams, the Online Max-Subset strategy reduces to this one. However, the Online Max-Subset strategy should perform better in case of negatively correlated distributions, since it looks at the contribution of the complete component to which a tuple belongs to instead...
of just the contribution of the tuple to the join. We believe this is a better heuristic even for the memory limited case. The work in [18] has a similar loss/gain function for semantic load shedding based on frequency distributions and loss tolerance graph supplied by the application. It is not clear from this work however, how their technique works in case of a streaming join.

3.3 Random Load Shedding for the Max-Subset Goal

We finally examine the case in which the details of the distribution of the input are unknown. However, we can assume the input follows the frequency model. In this case, looking at the join attribute gives no additional info and only random shedding techniques can be applied.

We realize that if we can assume a frequency distribution, one can argue that the actual details can be obtained just by monitoring the input data. However, since we are dealing with a limited CPU case, storing and maintaining frequency information can waste precious cycles. In some cases, the extra benefit of producing more cannot justify the cost of maintaining the frequency data. These cases include, for example, if the distribution is close to a uniform one, in which the difference in behavior between the tuples because of the value of their join attribute is insignificant. Also, if the distribution changes rapidly and needs constant monitoring and frequent updates.

For the purpose of this section, we will use the simplified frequency model with a single selectivity \( f \) for the whole join for ease of exposition. We note that all the results presented are identical for the generalized model.

The approach previously taken for random load shedding was to find the best setting of random sampling operators applied to the input stream so that the maximum subset is obtained while keeping the load within CPU limits. We shall call this the coin flipping strategy (or CF) [10]. Our contribution is to investigate whether more can be gained by decoupling the update and the production procedures of an incoming tuple in the shedding process. Recall that to execute the join, every incoming tuple has to be inserted in the window of its stream for later matching and it has to probe the window of the opposite stream for matching with tuples that arrived earlier to produce results. The coin flipping approach couples these two procedures by insisting that either the whole contribution of the tuple to the join be taken completely or none is. This is not necessary, since the two procedures are independent. Realizing this, two other approaches arise; namely the Insert-No-Probe (or INP) and the Probe-No-Insert (or PNI) strategies.

Consider the join \( L[T_L] \bowtie R[T_R] \) with \( \lambda_L \) and \( \lambda_R \) as the rates of the input streams, with selectivity \( f \). If the join is feasible, the output rate is [5]:

\[
\lambda_{o/p} = f \cdot \lambda_L \cdot \lambda_R \cdot (T_L + T_R) \quad (9)
\]

In the following we describe each shedding strategy for this join in some detail.

**Coin Flipping (CF)**

In the CF strategy a sampling operator is placed in front of each of the two streams, with \( x_L \) and \( x_R \) being the sampling probability of the one on stream \( L \) and \( R \) respectively. The coin flipping strategy can be formalized as the following optimization problem [6].

Max

\[
\lambda_{o/p} = f \cdot \lambda_L \cdot x_L \cdot \lambda_R \cdot x_R \cdot (T_L + T_R) \quad (10)
\]

Subject to

\[
(\lambda_L \cdot x_L + \lambda_R \cdot x_R) \cdot C_o + \lambda_{o/p} \cdot C_p \leq 1 \quad (11)
\]

\[
0 \leq x_L, x_R \leq 1
\]

**Insert-No-Probe (INP)**

In the INP strategy, instead of dropping some of the tuples completely, all incoming tuples are admitted into the window. Then a coin is flipped with probability of probing \( x_L \) and \( x_R \) for \( L \) and \( R \) respectively. If the flip is a success, the tuple probes the opposite window, otherwise the tuple is dropped. The strategy calls for the best setting of \( x_L \) and \( x_R \) while maximizing the output rate. It can be formalized as the following optimization problem:

Max

\[
\lambda_{o/p} = f \cdot \lambda_L \cdot \lambda_R \cdot (T_L \cdot x_R + T_R \cdot x_L) \quad (12)
\]

Subject to

\[
(\lambda_L + \lambda_R) \cdot C_o + \lambda_{o/p} \cdot C_p \leq 1 \quad (13)
\]

\[
0 \leq x_L, x_R \leq 1
\]

The intuition behind this strategy is that since we are not constrained in terms of memory, why not keep all the state we can in the hope that the extra kept state produces more tuples. This strategy appears at first sight to be the candidate for delivering the maximum possible subset, since it capitalizes on the asset which is not constrained in this case memory.

**Probe-No-Insert (PNI)**

The PNI strategy is the inverse of the previous one. All incoming tuples are allowed to probe the opposite window, and then a coin is flipped on inserting them in the window for later matching. It can be formalized as follows:

Max

\[
\lambda_{o/p} = f \cdot \lambda_L \cdot \lambda_R \cdot (T_L \cdot x_R + T_R \cdot x_L) \quad (14)
\]

Subject to

\[
(\lambda_L \cdot x_L + \lambda_R \cdot x_R) \cdot C_o + \lambda_{o/p} \cdot C_p \leq 1 \quad (15)
\]

\[
0 \leq x_L, x_R \leq 1
\]
3.3.1 Analysis of the Random Strategies

The comparison between the three strategies is done by investigating their corresponding optimization problems. We denote the optimal objective by $\lambda^*_{opt}$ and the optimal solution by $x^*_L$ and $x^*_R$.

The first constraint in each problem insures that the result of load shedding is within the CPU limitations by making sure the system utilization is below 100%. The second set of constraints confines the values of the shedding variables to a fraction between 0 and 1. The following statement is true:

**Lemma 1**

If the join is infeasible, at least one of $x^*_L$ or $x^*_R$ is strictly less than 1 for all three problems.

**Proof**

Substituting $x_L = x_R = 1$ in all three problems reduces the first constraint to the cost of the join. If the join is infeasible, then this substitution does not satisfy the constraint and at least one of them must be reduced to satisfy it.

We start the analysis with the following statement about the INP strategy:

**Theorem 2**

For the same input parameters, the optimal objective of the INP strategy is less than or equal to the optimal output rate provided by the other two strategies, with the equality only in case the join is feasible.

**Proof**

If the join is infeasible, then from the proof of Lemma 1, the first constraint must be tight at the optimal solution. Hence, we can re-write it as follows for INP:

$$\lambda^*_{opt} = \left(1 - (\lambda_L + \lambda_R) \cdot C_L / C_R \right)$$

and for CF and PNI:

$$\lambda^*_{opt} = \left(1 - (\lambda_L \cdot x^*_L + \lambda_R \cdot x^*_R) \cdot C_L / C_R \right)$$

By Lemma 1, we are guaranteed that the value of equation (16) is strictly greater than (17).

If the join is feasible, it is easy to verify that the optimum objective for all three is equal to the join output rate.

The above statement proves that, in the CPU limited case, having an extra amount of memory does not help if the objective is to maximize the output rate. This seems counter intuitive at first. However, note that the cost of outputting a single tuple of the join result is divided into production cost, which cannot be reduced, and an amortized cost of maintaining the input tuples in the window. In the INP strategy, the tuples that do not probe the opposite window actually pays the price of maintenance while missing on producing tuples, hence the amortized cost of maintenance is high compared to the other strategies.

**Theorem 3**

The optimum objective of the PNI strategy is greater than or equal to that of the CF strategy, with the equality only in case the join is feasible.

The proof is provided in Appendix A. The theorem effectively states that the PNI is the best random load shedding strategy. A similar intuitive argument to the one above can explain why this is true. If the cost of producing a tuple can be reduced, then the only saving in cost can be through producing as many tuples as possible for the amount of maintenance cost to the windows already incurred. The PNI strategy effectively does that by allowing tuples already inserted in the window to be produced by all the possible tuples it later matches with. The CF strategy misses on some of that by dropping some of the incoming tuples.

4. The Random Sample Goal

We now shift focus to another goal of load shedding, which is to get a uniform random sample of the join result. As could be seen from the online strategies of semantic load shedding in the previous section, the strategies are heavily biased towards components of the join that provide more output tuples. If the application requires a more representative sample, then these techniques are inadequate. Computing an aggregate on top of the join is one such scenario.

A uniform random sample with sampling factor $p$ has two properties: 1) every element of the population has a probability $p$ or inclusion in the sample, and 2) samples are pair-wise independent. A naive algorithm is to sample the result of the join, which requires computing the full answer first. It was shown in [10] that obtaining a random sample of a relational join from a sample of the input is not possible for general many-to-many joins if the distribution of the data is unknown. The result extends to streaming joins [17].

4.1 Uniform Random Sampling

If the input streams follow the frequency model, and the distribution is known, the UNIFORM algorithm [17] produces a uniform random sample for the streaming join for memory limited execution. UNIFORM takes as input an incoming tuple and the number of tuples it should later join with until it expires. The algorithm then simply simulates a number of coin flips equal to this number and stores the result along with the tuple in the window. When a matching tuple arrives it is checked against the stored result of the simulation. An output is produced only if the
corresponding coin flip is successful. After the last successful match is produced for a tuple, it can be discarded ahead of its expiration time. Savings in memory is realized through this early expiration.

UNIFORM can be used to provide a random sample in the CPU limited case. In this case, the savings in CPU cost come from a) the savings in update cost, if the algorithm decides that a tuple will not join with any later ones, so it is not admitted, and b) the savings in production time since a probing tuple will probe less tuples and output only a fraction of the ones probed. To calculate the sampling fraction \( p \), we need to compute the cost of the join if the sampling frequency is \( p \).

Consider the join \( L[T_1] 
\bowtie \nabla R[T_2] \) with \( \lambda_a \) and \( \lambda_b \) as the rates of the input streams that follows the frequency model. A tuple arriving on stream \( L \) with a join attribute value \( v \) will be probed by an expected \( f_a(v) \lambda_a \) tuples from stream \( R \). If the sampling fraction is \( p \), the probability that the tuple will not be admitted into the window is:

\[
P_{da}(v) = q^{-f_a(v)\lambda_a T_a}
\]

where \( q = 1-p \). This is the probability of failure for all coin flips corresponding to the probing tuples. The expected probability of dropping a tuple is:

\[
P_{da} = \sum_{v \in D} f_a(v) P_{da}(v)
\]

Hence, the expected number of tuples admitted into the window on stream \( L \) is:

\[
\lambda'_a = \lambda_a(1 - P_{da})
\]

The corresponding value for stream \( R \) can be computed in a similar manner.

To compute production cost, we need to calculate for a tuple with value \( v \), the average number of tuples it will have to probe on the other side. From [17], the expected lifetime of a tuple with value \( v \) inside the window of stream \( R \) is:

\[
t_{da,b}(v) = \left( f_a(v) \lambda_b T_b - \frac{q^{-f_a(v)\lambda_a T_a}}{p} \right) \frac{T_a}{f_a(v) \lambda_a T_a}
\]

with a similar value \( t_{da,b}(v) \) for stream \( L \).

Hence, the average number of probes for the whole join is:

\[
JP = \lambda_a \lambda_b \sum_{v \in D} f_a(v) f_b(v) t_{a,b}(v) + t_{a,b}(v)
\]

From (20) and (22), the total cost of the sampled join is:

\[
Cost = (\lambda'_a + \lambda'_b) C_a + JP \cdot C_p
\]

Using the above, we can compute the sampling fraction \( p \).

Note that the above analysis is conservative, since it counts the cost of probing a tuple but not producing a join result as the cost of a complete probe/production. If we can assume that the cost of producing the join tuple dominates the cost of probing, then the production cost will only be proportional to the output rate. Since we are producing a random sample with parameter \( p \), the output rate is \( p \cdot \lambda_{op} \), where \( \lambda_{op} \) is the un-sampled rate obtained by:

\[
\lambda_{op} = \sum_{v \in D} f_a(v) \lambda_b \lambda_a \cdot (T_a + T_b)
\]

We can then calculate the cost as:

\[
Cost = (\lambda'_a + \lambda'_b) C_a + p \cdot \lambda_{op} \cdot C_p
\]

5. Related Work

There are a number of systems recently developed for managing data streams, examples are Niagara [11], STREAM [20], Aurora [1], and Telegraph [19]. The survey in [7] contains a good documentation of earlier models and systems that are also targeted at such applications, together with a number of issues related to building a data stream management system.

The problem of load shedding for data streams has been discussed on a number of different levels. [16] talks about general approximation issues regarding streaming systems. For the memory limited case, the work in [4][5] discusses approximating aggregate queries. For join approximation, the work in [14] introduces the problem for both the CPU and memory limited settings, and suggests coin flipping strategies to solve it. The work in [12] discusses memory limited join approximation and provides an offline algorithm and online strategies for semantic load shedding for the Max-Subset goal. In this work, we do a similar analysis for the CPU limited case. The work in [17] defines two models for the stream inputs; the frequency and the age based models, and discusses semantic load shedding for streaming joins for the Max-Subset goal.

For the CPU limited case, the work in [6] discusses random load shedding techniques based on the coin flipping semantics and for join queries involving more than two input streams. The work in [8] is dealing with load shedding methods for aggregate queries and also uses random techniques. The only reference that explicitly deals with semantic load shedding methods for the CPU limited case is [18] in which a progressive strategy for adaptively shedding load with the increase of utilization is developed. In that work, they use a similar gain/loss utility metric to what we develop in this paper. However, it is not clear how their technique is applied for the join operator.

Random sampling is discussed in the context of relational database systems in [10], [17] discusses random sampling for the streaming window join with memory limitations. This paper adapts the sampling techniques there to the CPU limited case.
6. Conclusions

In this work, we examined the problem of load shedding for streaming window joins under CPU limitations. We start by refinining the CPU cost model previously proposed in the literature. Using the model, we formulated the load shedding problem in the static offline case, assuming the full result of the join is known and proved it is an NP-Hard problem. We proposed a greedy heuristic for the solving the offline problem and used it to guide the development of an online semantic load shedding strategy for the CPU limited scenario. For random load shedding, we proposed a number of strategies that decouples the decision of inserting and probing tuples for the symmetric hash join. We analyzed the new strategies and proved that one of them -- the Insert-No-Probe alternative -- is superior to the previously proposed random strategies. Finally, we adapted the UNIFORM algorithm proposed in [17] to produce a random sample of the join under CPU limitations.

Further experimental analysis of the proposed strategies is underway, in which we compare the effectiveness of the proposed semantic load shedding techniques and experimentally verify the utility of the Probe-No-Insert strategy. Also, we are investigating the tradeoffs between semantic and random load shedding to assess the point at which the extra load of maintaining the statistical information about the input outweighs its utility and develop methods to automatically account for it.
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Appendix A

This appendix provides the proof for the statement in section 3.3.1 that the PNI strategy is the best choice for random online load shedding. We start by some helpful observations.

Note that, for all \((x_L,x_R)\in[0,1]^2\), we have
\[
(T_L + T_R)x_L x_R = T_L x_L x_R + T_R x_L x_R \leq T_L x_L + T_R x_R
\]
with the inequality strict unless both variables are 1. 
Now, define
\[
\Omega_{CP} = \left\{ (x_L,x_R) \in [0,1]^2 \left| (1 - \lambda_L x_L - \lambda_R x_R) C_P \right. \right\}
\]
\[
\Omega_{CP} = \left\{ \left(\begin{array}{c} x_L \leq \lambda_L x_L + \lambda_R x_R C_P \\lambda_L x_L + \lambda_R x_R \end{array} \right\}
\]
with the inequality strict unless both variables are 1. 

Lemma 2

Let \((x_L',x_R')\in\Omega_{CP}\) such that at least one of \(x_L\) and \(x_R\) is strictly less than 1. Then there are \((x_L'',x_R'')\in[0,1]^2\) with \(x_L'' \leq x_L\) and \(x_R'' \leq x_R\), with at least one of the inequalities strict, such that \((x_L'',x_R'')\in\Omega_{PNI}\).

Proof

Start by setting \(x_L' = x_L\) and \(x_R' = x_R\), and allow one or both of \(x_L''\) and \(x_R''\) to decrease until the equality
\[
\left(\lambda_L x_L + \lambda_R x_R C_P \right) = \left(\lambda_L x_L + \lambda_R x_R + \lambda_L x_L' + \lambda_R x_R' C_P \right) = 1
\]
is satisfied. We know such decrease is always possible since by assumption that \((x_L, x_R) \in \Omega_{CF}\), and using equation (26), we know that the left hand side of the above equality is strictly greater than 1 for \((x_L, x_R)\) .

Figure 3 pictorially depicts the result of the above lemma. We are now ready to prove the theorem.

**Proof of Theorem 3**

In case the join is feasible, we can easily verify that the optimum objective of the two techniques is the same as the output rate of the join and is obtained at both variables being 1.

The interesting case is when the join is infeasible. In this case, with an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 2, the first constraint is tight and at least one variable is less than 1. Hence, we can rewrite both problems as follows:

**CF:**

\[
\text{Max } k(x_L, x_R) \quad \text{s.t. } (x_L, x_R) \in \Omega_{CF}
\]

**PNI:**

\[
\text{Max } k(x_L', x_R') \quad \text{s.t. } (x_L', x_R') \in \Omega_{PNI}
\]

Consider the optimum solution \((x_L, x_R)\) of CF in this case, \((x_L, x_R) \in \Omega_{CF}\) and \(k(x_L, x_R)\) is the objective. By Lemma 2, there is \((x_L', x_R') \in \Omega_{PNI}\) such that \(x_L' \leq x_L\) and \(x_R' \leq x_R\) with at least one of the inequalities strict. From \((32), (x_L', x_R')\) is a feasible solution for PNI. Hence, \(k(x_L', x_R')\) is a lower bound on the optimum solution of PNI. But from \((27), k(x_L', x_R') > k(x_L, x_R)\). Therefore, the optimum solution of PNI is strictly greater than \(k(x_L, x_R)\), which proves the theorem.